influence on the genesis of Sherrington's concept of the integrative action of the nervous system
Attached to Spencer's nasne is an original vision of the Universe, ~vo1utionism.l~ It has been defined as the sole philosophical synthesis at the end of the nineteenth century. 13 The concept of integration was introduced i n biology by Spencer as early as 1855, i n his work The P r i n c i~l e s Of Psvcholonv. Piotr K. Anokhin (1898-1974) gives credit t o Spencer for t h i s introduction, without being too specific about the matter. 18
Although no mention can be found i n the literature, i n The P r i n c i~l e s
Of Psvcholoxv (18551, Spencer introduced the concept of integration i n neurology. He developed it, treated it a t greater length, i n The P r i n c i~l e s
Of Biol-(1863-1867). Taken from The P r i n c i~l e s Of Psvcholoxv the following lines make our point more explicit:
Meanwhile these centres i n which molecular motion is liberated, are also the centres in which it is co-ordinated; and the successively higher and larger centres which evolve successively larger quantities of molecular motion, are also centres i n which successively more complex co-ordinations are effected. Whence follows the general result that along with each further development of the nervous system, enabling it t o make a l l parts of the body work together more efficiently in e k l t a n e o u s and successive actions, there goes an increasid power of evolving the energy required for such larger aggregates of actions.
[ . . . l .
In the functions of the successively-higher vertebrate centres, reaching their climax i n the human being, we see well exemplified the law of development of functions i n general (First P r i n c i~l e s , Part 11. 8 142). This progress from co-ordinations that are small and simple t o those that are larger and compound, and t o those that are still larger and doubly compound, is one of the best instances of that progressive integration of motions, simultaneously becoming more heterogeneous and v e definite, which characterizes Evolution under a l l its forms.
In The P r i n c i~l e s Of Bioloxv, Spencer described physiological integration by the nervous system: Another and higher form of physiological integration i n animals, i s that which the nervous system effects. Each part as it becomes specialized, begins to act upon the rest not only indirectly through the matters it takes from and adds to the blood, but also directly through the molecular disturbances it sets up and diffuses. Whether nerves themselves are differentiated by the molecular disturbances thus propagated in certain directions, or whether they are otherwise differentiated, it must equally happen that as f a s t as they become channels along which molecular disturbances travel, the parts they connect become physiologically i n t e g r a t 8 , i n so f a r that a change in one initiates a ahange i n the other. Sherrington defined the integrative action of the nervous ,system as follows :
In the multicellular animal, especially for those higher reactions which constitute its behaviour as a social unit i n the natural economy, it i s nervous reaction which p a r e x c e l l e m integrates it, welds it together from i t s components, and CO t i t u t e s it from a mere collection of organs an animal individual. B'
The fabric of the concept of the integrative action of the nervous system was termed "revolutionary" by Swazey (1968 Swazey ( , 1969 :
From this study, using the nerve c e l l and its interconnections as his basic analytical unit, he i n t u~ wove the revolutionary fabric of the integrative action concept.
Yet, rightly, she asserts that the idea of nervous integration did not appear de novo with Sherringtonas work:
The idea of nervous integration did not originate de novo with Sherrington. The fact of motor coordination and the participation of the nervous system i n its operation had been recognized since antiquity, and prototypes of the integrative action concept may be unearthed from the ancient idea of "sympathy" through Pierre Flourens' studies f how specific brain regions effect an animal's functional unity. ?!I Inspired by the evolutionary philosophy of Herbert Spencer, John Hughlings Jackson (1884) developed a theory that "dissolution" (degeneration) follows a course inverse to that of evolution. According to this theory, the entire nervous system in disease is exposed to a noxious influence, but the highest centers, being phylogenetically newest, are the least resistant. Jackson also hypothesized that after destruction of a cerebral center some 
